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Introduction
The primary purpose of the Onondaga Lake Ambient Monitoring Program (AMP) is to
provide information supporting future decisions on wastewater and watershed
management (Onondaga County, 1998). These decisions may be based in part upon
changes detected in Onondaga Lake, its tributaries, and the Seneca River over the next
several years. Decisions may also rely upon comparisons of monitored conditions with
water quality standards or management goals. The ability to detect such changes and
the reliability of such comparisons depend in part upon the design of the monitoring
program. Decisions should not be made based upon the monitoring results without an
adequate understanding of the sources and magnitudes of variability in the data.
A previous report (Walker, 1998) describes a statistical framework with the following
functions under the AMP:
•
•
•
•

Identifying and quantifying sources of variability in the data;
Evaluating uncertainty associated with summary statistics;
Formulating and testing specific hypotheses; and
Refining monitoring program designs;

The framework is being implemented in two phases. Sampling program designs for
water quality components (phosphorus, nitrogen, Kjeldahl nitrogen, ammonia,
chlorophyll-a, transparency, & bacteria) were evaluated in Phase I (Walker, 1999).
Under Phase II, this report evaluates sampling program designs for the following
biological measurements:
•
•
•
•

Plankton
Macrophytes
Macroinvertebrates
Fish

The County has provided designs for biological surveys to be conducted in 2000, as
summarized in Table 1. Sampling designs are evaluated using variance component
models calibrated to historical data from Onondaga Lake and other regional lakes.
Data collected under the AMP in 1999 are used as a basis for evaluating stream and lake
benthic macroinvertebrate sampling designs. The evaluations are preceded by a
summary of general concepts and methodologies used in the AMP statistical
framework.

General Concepts
AMP data will be used to test hypotheses regarding changes in lake water quality and
biota following implementation of control measures. In designing a monitoring
program, the general objective is to minimize the risk of reaching a false conclusion
based upon the data. The outcome of a hypothesis test is subject to Type I and Type II
errors. Both types of error are of potential concern when management decisions are to
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be made based upon the test result (USEPA, 1998; Walker, 1998). Peterman (1990)
and Forney et al. (1994) discuss these concepts in the context of designing monitoring
programs to support fisheries management.
When a Type I error, is committed, random variations in the data are mistakenly
interpreted as a real change in the long-term mean; i.e., the null hypothesis of no trend
is mistakenly rejected. The maximum probability of a Type I error (α ) is specified in
setting up the hypothesis test and is commonly referred to as the "significance level".
Because α is specified, the risk of a Type I error is theoretically independent of
monitoring program design. Type I error can be inflated when inappropriate statistical
methods are used to test the hypothesis; e.g., when a method that assumes independent
and normally distributed data is applied to data which are serially dependent and/or
have heavily skewed distributions. These problems can be minimized by transforming
the data or using nonparametric statistical methods.
When a Type II error is committed, the test fails to detect a real change; i.e., the null
hypothesis of no trend is mistakenly accepted . To some degree, monitoring program
design provides control over Type II error. The risk of Type II error (β) and the
"power" (1-β ) of the hypothesis test to detect real changes depend upon the following
factors (Walker, 1998):
1) The choice of statistical method. This will depend upon the statistical properties of
the variable being considered, design of the monitoring program, and expected time
scale of the response to management measures. Depending upon dataset
characteristics, some methods will be more powerful (have lower β ) than others
(Helsel & Hisrch, 1992).
2) The specified significance level of the hypothesis test (α ) . This determines the
maximum risk of a Type II error (βmax = 1 - α ), which occurs when the real change
is infinitesimally small. For a small change and α = 0.05, the risk of a type II error
is 0.95 and the power (probability of detecting) the change would be only 0.05.
Power increases with the magnitude of change.
3) The magnitude of the change to be detected. This would reflect a shift that is
considered "significant" from a resource management perspective (e.g., change in
classification). Power for detecting smaller changes would not be used as a basis
for sampling design.
4) The number of years of monitoring. Power increases with the duration of the
program. The total duration of the AMP is specified at 15 years and the frequency
of biological measurements is, for the most part, biennial (every other year). With
respect to program design, the only degree of freedom here would be to increase the
sampling frequency, i.e., shift from biannual to annual sampling if more power is
needed.
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5) Random year-to-year variability ("noise") in the measured parameter. Year-to-year
variations in the data reflect:
a) True variations in biological populations. These may be driven by random
variations in climate, hydrology, or biological processes. They are independent
of the monitoring program design.
b) Random errors in measuring the population mean within each year. These
depend on within-year spatial & temporal variability, random sampling &
analytical errors, and spatial & temporal sampling frequencies. This
component is sensitive to monitoring program design.
Because of the last factor (5b), high precision (low measurement error) is a key
objective in designing monitoring plans to detect changes over time. If measurement
error is low relative to random year-to-year variations in the populations (5a), power
for detecting trends will be relatively insensitive to further increases in sampling
frequency. Precision is also important for characterizing current lake condition in
relation to standards, criteria, or other reference lakes.
High accuracy (low bias) is another design objective. Accuracy may be influenced by
spatial & temporal distribution of samples, sampling procedures, and analytical
methods. It is assumed that accuracy will be controlled by locating stations in
representative areas and by using state-of-the art-sampling and analytical procedures
that meet or exceed NYSDEC guidance manuals (NYSDEC, 1989; Forney et al., 1994).
Accuracy is more important for comparing lake conditions with standards, criteria, or
reference lakes than for detecting relative changes over time. In measuring relative
abundance (e.g., catch per unit effort) the concept of accuracy has no meaning, since the
true number of organisms is not being counted. Precision and consistency of methods
over time are the important factors in this case.
The AMP (Onondaga County, 1998, p. 39) discusses a target value of 20% for the
relative standard error (RSE) of population means. The sampling designs are evaluated
below by comparing the estimated precision of means computed on various spatial
scales (station, region, lakewide) and temporal scales (sampling date, year) with the
20% RSE criterion. Yearly means are emphasized because they control power for
detecting long-term trends. The "yearly mean" value reflects the relevant sampling
season for each parameter (e.g., Fall, May-September), not necessarily the entire
calendar year.
Depending upon inherent variability in the biological populations and practical
constraints on the measurement process, it may not be feasible to attain the 20% RSE
goal for each monitored parameter. The difficulty in attaining this level of precision for
biological parameters is demonstrated by Phase I results (Walker, 1999). Even with the
recommended increases in sampling frequency from biweekly to weekly, RSE values
for chlorophyll-a (28%) and bacteria (31%) are still well above RSE for nutrients (59%), sampled at a biweekly frequency. An RSE of 20% may not be necessary to
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adequately classify the lake relative to other lakes or relative to independent ranking
criteria or to detect a change with a magnitude that is considered significant from a
resource perspective. For example, Canton & Chadwick (1988) evaluated sampling
programs for stream benthic macroinvertebrates using a precision criterion of 40%. As
a practical alternative to achieving an arbitrary level of precision, cost-effectiveness
(increases in precision per unit per unit of additional sampling effort) can be as a basis
for evaluating sampling program design.

Variance Component Models
Variance component models are useful in sampling program design because they
explicitly represent the magnitudes and sources of measurement variations and their
sensitivity to sampling intensity (Snedecor & Cochran, 1989; Walker, 1998). As
discussed in the previous section, power for trend detection is strongly dependent on the
total year-to-year variance in the measurement:
VT
VT
VY
E

= VY

+ E

= total year-to-year variance in measurement (as CV2)
= true year-to-year variance in measured population
= random measurement error in yearly mean value = RSE2

Although any consistent set of units can be used, variance components are expressed
here as squared coefficients of variation (CV2). The 20% RSE objective for the AMP
corresponds to an E value of 0.22 or 0.04.
Depending upon the frequency distribution of the measurements, transformation of the
original measurements (e.g., square roots or logarithms) may be appropriate to promote
normality and satisfy assumptions of the statistical methods used in testing hypothesis.
Variance components can be estimated on transformed data. CV2 values are
approximately equal to the variances of ln-transformed data (Snedocor &
Cochran,1989). This is convenient because logarithmic transformations are frequently
appropriate for water quality and biological data (Green,1979; Forney et al, 1994).
The VY term is an inherent system characteristic that is independent of the sampling
program design. In practice, the VY term cannot be measured directly, but can be
estimated from the observed total variance (VT) and independent estimates of the
measurement error component (E). Equations relating measurement error on various
spatial scales (sample, depth, station, lake-wide) to sampling intensity are described
below. The model formulations described below provide an initial framework for
evaluating AMP designs. It is likely that both model structures and parameter estimates
will evolve as data are collected and analyzed over the course of the AMP.
The following equation can be used to estimate measurement error for a monitoring
program tracking the average yearly value at a given station or stratum, sampled at
different depths with replication:
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ES = VD / ND + VZ / ND NZ + VR / ND NZ NR
where,
ES
VD
VZ
VR
ND
NZ
NR

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

measurement error (RSE2) in yearly station or stratum mean
random, within-year temporal variance
random variance with depth at a given station on a given date
variance among replicates
number of sampling dates per year
number of sampled depths
number of replicates per sampling date

This equation represents a three-stage sampling design based upon a three-factor nested
random analysis of variance model (Snedecor & Cochran, 1989). Depending on the
magnitude of the individual terms, measurement error can be reduced by increasing the
numbers of sampling dates, depths, and/or replicates. The dimensions of the equations
(date, depth, replicates) are modified, as appropriate, to reflect the dimensions of the
sampling design for each biological parameter. Because replicate variance term is
divided by a relatively large number (ND NZ NR = total number of samples collected at
the station over the year), total measurement error is often insensitive to the number of
replicates.
The date term reflects random temporal variations within each year. Fixed seasonal
variations (regular seasonal patterns) would not be included because it is assumed that
such variations would be factored out of trend tests (conducted using the seasonal
Kendall test, for example). Provided that the sampling program is consistent from year
to year, fixed seasonal variations would not influence the time series of annual means
tested for trends or step changes. Within-year temporal variations in general would not
be a factor in biological measurements which are conducted regularly in a specific
season (for example, macroinvertebrates). In these cases, it would not be possible to
repeat the measurements more than once in each year (ND = 1), but it may be possible to
improve precision by increasing the number of replicates (NR).
The depth term reflects random variance within the sampled depth interval for each
station and date. Under the current AMP design, only pelagic fish larvae and littoral
macroinvertebrates will be sampled at multiple fixed depths. Assuming that the
monitoring program design is consistent from year to year, fixed variations with depth
(consistent from year to year) would not contribute to variability in the time series of
annual means tested for trends and are not considered in estimating measurement error.
A two-stage model can be used for parameters that are not sampled with depth:
ES = VD / ND +

VR / ND NR
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A one-stage design is used for variables that are sampled only once per year at each
station with replication:
ES = VR / NR
If there is no replication, (NR = 0), there is no basis for estimating measurement error.
For some parameters, a spatial component is added to estimate measurement error
variance in the yearly lake-wide mean:
EL = VD / ND + VS / ND NS + VZ / ND NS NZ + VR / ND NS NZ NR
where,
EL
VS
NS

= measurement error (RSE2) in yearly lake mean
= random spatial variance on each sampling date
= number of stations

This equation represents a four-stage sampling design based upon a four-factor nested
analysis of variance (Snedocor & Cochran, 1989). The equation assumes that the lakewide mean is computed as the linear average of the station means on each date. If the
mean is computed using weighted average across stations (stratified design based upon
relative surface areas or shoreline length, for example), the last three variance terms
would be weighted accordingly. This might apply, for example, to the stratified design
used measure macrophyte biomass.
The random date variance terms (VD) for the station and lake-wide means are assumed
to be equal. This is equivalent to assuming that random temporal variations are
correlated across stations. To the extent that this is not the case, the above equation
would over-estimate EL, since the uncorrelated portion of VD would be divided by ND
and NS (vs. ND alone). This assumption leads to a conservative assessment of
precision.
The spatial variance component (VS) term reflects random spatial variance on a given
sampling date. Fixed spatial variations (consistent from year to year) would not
contribute to variability in the time series of annual means tested for trends. Fixed
spatial variations would also be factored out if tests for trends are based upon a two-way
analysis of variance (stations x time period).

Power Estimation
Power estimates are developed for one-tailed hypotheses tested with a t-test (step
change in a direction that would reflect an improvement) or regression (linear trend).
In practice, non-parametric methods (e.g., Seasonal Kendall, Mann-Whitney, KruskalWallis) may be used to test for trends or step changes because they are more robust and
powerful than parametric methods (linear regression, t-test) in the presence of outliers
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or departures from normality (Helsel & Hirsch, 1992; Gilbert, 1987). Simple equations
for estimating the power of non-parametric procedures have not been developed,
however. Using simulation techniques, Lettenmaier (1975) demonstrated that, as
compared to parametric methods, nonparametric methods have slightly less power but
similar response to sampling frequency when applied to normally distributed data.
Nonparametric methods typically have higher power when applied to data that are not
normally distributed or contain outliers (Helsel & Hirsch, 1992).
Future management measures will be implemented over a period of years. Chemical
and biological responses to these measures may occur over a range of time scales. It is
unlikely that either a step increase or linear trend will be the ideal model for observed
lake responses. The choice of model will be determined by the sequence of
management actions and observed patterns in the data. For these reasons, power
estimates developed below for the t-test and linear regression provide approximate
estimates of the power of hypotheses tested under the AMP.
If a one-tailed test is used to test for a hypothetical step increase in a given parameter,
based upon n years of data before & after a hypothetical change, the following
equations describe the hypothesis test and power estimation (Lettenmaier, 1975;
Walker, 1998):
HO:

D<=0

t =

DM ( n / 2) 1/2 / CVT

Reject HO if:
dof =
NT

t > tα,dof

2n-2

=

Power =

D ( n / 2) 1/2 / CVT
1-β

= F ( NT – tα,dof , dof )

Where,
HO
D
DM
NT
CVT
tα,dof
F
Power
α
β

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

null hypothesis
actual step increase in long-term mean
measured step increase in long-term mean, as a fraction (0.5 = 50% increase)
dimensionless trend number
random year-to-year coefficient of variation, CVT = VT1/2
one-tailed t-statistic with significance level α and dof degrees of freedom
cumulative distribution of Student’s t with dof degrees of freedom
probability of detecting change (rejecting null hypothesis)
assumed significance level for test = maximum risk of Type I error
risk of Type II error for a change of magnitude D
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These equations assume that CVT is estimated from the data. The corresponding
equations for a linear trend tested by linear regression with m years of data are:
Ho :
Nt

B <=0
=

B [ m (m-1) (m+1) ] ½ / [ 12 ½ CVT ]

BA = B / k
dof = m - 2
Power = 1 - β

= F ( Nt – tα,dof , dof )

where,
Nt
m
B
BA
k

=
=
=
=
=

dimensionless trend number
number of sampled years
trend, fraction per sampled interval (e.g. 0.1 = 10% increase per interval)
trend magnitude, fraction per year (e.g. 0.1 = 10% increase per year)
sampling interval (1=every year, 2 = every other year, etc.)

Under the AMP, most biological parameters will be sampled every 2 years for a period
of 12 years. This provides approximately 3 years of baseline and 3 years of postimplementation data (n=3, m=6).
Figure 1 shows the dependence of power on the change magnitude (D = 0 to 2) and
year-to-year variability (CVT = .1 to .7) for α = 0.05. The CVT range roughly
corresponds to values estimated for various chemical and biological parameters based
upon historical data from Onondaga & other regional lakes (see below). The bottom of
Figure 1 shows "S80" values (defined as the step increase detectable with 80%
confidence or β = 0.2) for significance levels ranging from 0.01 to 0.2. These values
are derived by specifying β and back-solving the above equations for D.
Corresponding results for a linear trend test are shown in Figure 2. The 80% power
level is used as a sampling design criterion in the NYDEC Percid Sampling Manual
(Forney et al., 1994)
The CVT values in Figures 1 and 2 reflect the combined influences of random year-toyear variations in the biota and measurement error. The latter is reflected by the AMP
precision target (RSE <= 0.2). In the absence of inherent year-to-year variations, a
program designed with this level of precision would be able to detect step increases
>=50% or linear trends >=7% per year with 80% confidence. With less precision (RSE
= 0.3), corresponding values would be 75% and 10% per year, respectively. These
values are read from the bottom panels of Figures 1 & 2 with α = 0.05. They represent
optimistic estimates of power, since random year-to-year variations would be expected
in all biological populations.
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Evaluation Criteria
Using methods described above, the following statistics are computed for each
parameter and used as a basis for evaluating the AMP design:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precision (RSE) of the Yearly Mean vs. 20% Target (Primary Criterion)
CV of the Yearly Mean
Precision (RSE) of the 3-year Mean (~Baseline)
Power for Detecting Step Increases of 25, 50, & 100%
S80 = Step Increase Detectable with 80% Confidence (%)
Power for Detecting Linear Trends of 3 , 5, and 10 %/yr.
T80 = Linear Trend Detectable with 80% Confidence (%/yr)

The above criteria are computed for station and/or lake-wide yearly means, as
appropriate for each parameter.
Primary emphasis is placed on precision (RSE) of the yearly mean because (1) it is
directly related to the design of the sampling program and (2) a target (RSE<=20%) has
been specified for the AMP. The remaining criteria depend on the RSE and on random
year-to-year variance. The latter is both beyond the control of the monitoring program
and impossible to determine without a multi-year data sets collected with consistent
protocols. Since such data sets do not exist for the biological parameters considered in
this report, random year-to-year CV's in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 are assumed. This is
based upon the estimate for chlorophyll (0.19) derived in Phase I (Walker, 1999). The
3-year mean is relevant for establishing average baseline (1999-2004) conditions and
for classifying the lake relative to other reference lakes or independent criteria (e.g.,
trophic state).
To reflect uncertainty in variance component estimates, Monte-Carlo simulation
techniques (Reckhow & Chapra, 1983) are used to predict the expected ranges of these
criteria for assumed ranges of variance components. Variance component estimates are
drawn from uniform distributions with ranges derived from literature references or
historical Onondaga Lake data. The frequency distribution of each predicted
performance measure is expressed in terms of the 80% confidence interval (10th, 50th,
and 90th percentile).
The following values are computed for each parameter, spatial scale, and performance
measure:
•
•
•
•
•

Median Estimate for AMP Design
10th Percentile for AMP Design
90th Percentile for AMP Design
Median Estimate, Doubling the Number of Replicates
Median Estimate, Doubling the Number of Sites (or Transects)
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•

Median Estimate, Doubling the Number of Years (Yearly vs. Biennial
Sampling)

Results illustrate both the uncertainty in the estimates and the sensitivity to monitoring
frequencies.
The analysis focuses on measures of abundance or relative abundance. Monitoring
plans for the biological parameters list a wide range of indices (species richness,
diversity, length distributions, growth rates, etc.) that will be computed from the data
and are of interest from a management perspective. Because of the patchiness and
temporal variability of biological populations, measurements of abundance are likely to
be less precise than measurements of species composition or size distribution. Thus, if
the RSE criterion is met for abundance, it is likely that it will also be met for the other
indices. This is demonstrated below based upon 1999 macroinvertebrate and historical
fish data from Onondaga Lake.
It will be feasible to evaluate precision and power for all relevant indices using data
from the first full year of AMP biomonitoring (2000). The full range of indices is
evaluated below for lake and tributary benthic macroinvertebrates, which were sampled
in 1999.

Calibration
Introduction
Variance components for most parameters are estimated from literature references
and/or historical data from Onondaga Lake. Variance components for macroinvertebrates are estimated from 1999 AMP data. In other cases, there is no direct
basis for initial calibration and "reasonable assumptions" are made. These assumptions
will be refined as AMP data become available in the future.
Generally, historical data provide estimates of total year variance (Vt), but do not allow
partitioning into the real (Vy) and measurement error (E) components. These initial
values probably over-estimate actual AMP values because (a) they are extrapolated
from other programs with various degrees of intensity and consistency; and (b)
historical data may not have been collected with the state-of-the-art methods that will be
used under the AMP.
Estimates of variance components derived from real data are themselves highly
variable. For example, assume that total year-to-year variance for a given parameter is
estimated at VT = 0.04 (CVT = 0.2) based upon 5 years of monthly data. The 90%
confidence interval for CVT would be 0.03 to 0.65 (Snedecor & Cochran, 1989). For
this reason, it may be unwise to make radical changes in the AMP design based upon
historical variance component estimates.
Multi-year data sets collected with a consistent protocol would be required to estimate
random year-to-year variance (VY). Such data sets do not exist for the biological
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parameters considered in this report. Year-to-year CV's for water quality parameters
measured in the epilimnion at the Lake South station range from CVY = 0.06 to 0.3
(Walker, 1999). A range of 0.1 to 0.3 is assumed for biological parameters. This
assumption influences the power estimates (S80, T80), but not the annual precision
estimates (RSE).
Replicate Variability vs. Abundance
Published relationships between replicate variance and abundance for various biological
measurements (Table 2) provide one basis for calibration. In general, the relative
precision of organism counts tend to improve as the total count increases; i.e., abundant
organisms can be counted more precisely than scarce ones (Green, 1979).
Relationships have been published for macrophyte biomass (Downing & Anderson,
1985), electro-fishing (Miranda et al., 1996), fish larvae (Cyr et al., 1992), zooplankton
(Downing et al., 1987), and stream benthic macroinvertebrates (Canton & Chadwick,
1988). The models predict replicate variance (S2) as a function of abundance (X) and
other independent variables, (e.g., sampler area for macrophytes, run duration for
electrofishing, and sample volume for fish larvae).
Table 3 shows replicate CV's ( = S / X) against abundance for each model over the
abundance range represented in its calibration data set . CV's are highest for fish. The
estimated CV range for electro-fishing derived for largemouth bass sampling in
Mississippi reservoirs (0.6 to 1.2) is similar to the reported CV range for yellow perch
and walleye sampling in New York lakes (0.64 - 0.93, Forney et al., 1994).
Historical Fish Data
Table 4 and Figure 3 describe typical year-to-year variability in fish (yellow perch &
walleye) population measurements for New York lakes, as derived from the NYSDEC
Percid Sampling Manual (Forney et al., 1994). Year-to-year CV's have been estimated
from the means and ranges listed in the manual using method described by Snedocor &
Cochran (1989). The summary includes measures of relative abundance based upon
nets, electro-fishing, and angler catch rate. Variability appears to be similar for these
three measures. For yellow perch, the median year-to-year CV is 0.39 and 80% of the
values range from 0.18 to 0.88. For walleye, the median year-to-year CV is 0.47 and
80% of the values range from 0.18 to 1.80. Other historical fish data from Onondaga
Lake (Ringler et al., 1995; Effler, 1995; Arrigo, 1998; Gandino, 1996; Tango, 1999) are
used to estimate spatial and temporal variance components, as indicated in footnotes to
the worksheets in Appendix A.
The year-to-year CV's reflect the combined effects of true year-to-year variability,
seasonal variability (to the extent that lakes were not sampled precisely in the same
season of each year), method variability (to the extent that methods and/or sampling
designs were not consistent from year to year). It is likely that year-to-year CV's will be
lower for AMP data,, given that it will be collected consistently from year to year using
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state-of-art procedures and with sampling intensity that meets or exceeds NYSDEC
guidance manuals.
Fish populations are generally characterized by species in terms of relative abundance
(catch per unit effort), size distribution, growth rates, stock density, etc. (Forney et al,
1994; NYSDEC,1989). Because of high temporal and spatial variance (patchiness),
measurements of relative abundance (catch per unit effort) are generally more variable
than the other measurements of size and species composition (Forney et al., 1994).
Table 5 summarizes year-to-year variability in various fish population measurements
from Onondaga Lake and other regional lakes. Median year-to-year CV's are 0.71 for
catch per unit effort, as compared with 0.13 for whole lake fish nest count, 0.07 for
survival rate, 0.08 for growth rate (length at age), 0.09 for proportional stock density,
and 0.31 for relative stock density. Corresponding power estimates are shown in Figure
4.
Although the CV estimates cannot be applied directly to the AMP designs, the historical
data suggest that changes in relative abundance will be more difficult to detect than
changes in these other fish population parameters. This is important because the latter
may be more important as measures of ecosystem health. A consensus should be
reached on the most important indicator variables for measuring ecosystem health and
their relevant scales. This will provide a better basis for evaluating the adequacy of the
sampling program design.

Results for Abundance Measurements
Appendix A contains worksheets with assumptions and results for each of the following
biological measurements:
•

Phytoplankton

•

Zooplankton

•

Macrophyte Biomass

•

Stream Macroinvertebrates

•

Lake Littoral Macroinvertebrates

•

Fish Nests

•

Littoral Larvae

•

Pelagic Larvae

•

Pelagic Gill Nets

•

Littoral Trap Nets

•

Juvenile Fish (Seines)

•

Adult Fish (Electrofishing)
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Each worksheet contains a summary of the AMP design, variance component estimates,
and evaluation criteria for each spatial scale. Results are summarized over all
parameters in Table 6. For comparison purposes, Table 7 lists the same criteria for
water quality variables evaluated in Phase I (Walker, 1999). Results for displayed in
the following figures:
Figure 5
Figure 6
Figure 7
Figure 8
Figure 9

Precision of Yearly Means
Increases Detectable with 80% Confidence
Trends Detectable with 80% Confidence
Sensitivity of Precision to Increases in Sampling Frequency
Sensitivity of Detectable Change to Increases in Sampling Frequency

Results in the above figures refer to the largest relevant spatial scale for each parameter
(station for tributary and littoral macroinvertebrates, phytoplankton, & zooplankton and
lake for the remaining parameters). Results for other scales are listed on the
worksheets in Appendix A. Except were noted, the RSE values discussed below refer
to 50th percentile estimates.
Median RSE estimates are summarized as follows:
RSE
0 - 20 %

Parameter
Fish Nests, Macrophytes, Nutrient
Concentrations, Transparency, Littoral
Macroinvertebrates, Adult Fish
21 – 25% Littoral Larvae, Pelagic Larvae, Juvenile Fish,
Trap Nets
26 – 30% Tributary Macroinvertebrates, Zooplankton,
Chlorophyll-a
31 – 35% Phytoplankton, Fecal Coliforms, Gill Nets
Confidence intervals (10th to 90th percentiles) for the RSE estimates range from ±2 to
±12% (Figure 5). These intervals are wide, considering that one objective is to compare
the predicted values with the 20% criterion.
With the exception of gill nets, the RSE estimates are less than those derived and
deemed acceptable for chlorophyll-a and fecal coliforms under Phase I. The 20%
criterion may be unrealistic for most of these abundance measurements, considering that
inherent variability and sampling difficulties for organisms in upper trophic levels are
probably greater, as compared with lower levels (especially in the case of fish
populations).
The overall range of RSE values for Phase II biological variables is 6% (fish nests) to
33% (gill nets). Increases detectable with 80% confidence range from 41 to 97%.
Trends detectable with 80% confidence range from 5 to 13 % per year.
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Without gill nets, the RSE range is 6% to 23%. The gill net value is for estimating the
lake mean. This reflects that fact that only two sites (one in each basin) are sampled
under the monitoring plan. If the number of replicates were doubled (from 4 to 8), the
RSE would be 31%. If the number of sites were doubled (from 2 to 4), the RSE of the
lake mean would be 24%. This is within the range of the results for the other biological
variables. These results indicate that doubling the number of sites would be appropriate,
if abundance measurements are important for gill nets.
As recommended by NYSDEC (Forney et al., 1994), electrofishing is the primary
method for sampling fish populations in the Lake. The primary function of the trap net
and gill surveys is to determine whether electrofishing is capturing a representative
sample of the fish community (Ecologic, 1999). The relatively high RSE values for
trap nets, gill nets, and seines (juveniles) may be of little significance, especially if other
indices (stock density, growth rate, etc.) are more important than abundance to measure
the health of fish populations. As demonstrated above (Table 5, Figure 4), precision is
likely to be much higher for these other indices.

Results for Macroinvertebrate Indices
This section evaluates the AMP design for lake & tributary macroinvertebrates using
data collected under the AMP in 1999. The evaluation is based upon indices and
summary statistics provided by Ecologic. Results for lake littoral samples are listed in
Table 8. Results for tributary samples are listed in Table 9 (Multi-Plate samples) and
Table 10 (Kick Samples). The tables list the mean, relative standard error, and CV
among replicates for each site. Corresponding power estimates for each program are
summarized in Table 11.
For the tributary data, RSE values are computed directly from the CV's among
replicates and the number of replicates at each site. The lake sampling design is more
complex (2 transects, 3 depths per transect, 6 replicates). A total of 6 locations are
sampled at each site. RSE values are computed from the CV's across locations and the
number of locations. This accounts for random spatial (transect or depth) effects that
may be present at a given site.
Figure 11 plots relative standard errors for each sampling program and index. RSE
values are consistently below 20%, except for total abundance based upon tributary
multi-plate samples (RSE = 0.28). RSE values for diversity and richness indices are
consistently lower than RSE values for abundance or density. The importance of total
abundance relative to the other indices would determine whether an increase in the
number of replicates is appropriate.
Aside from detecting trends, detecting spatial variations is another objective of the
program. These include upstream/downstream variations in each tributary and regional
variations in the lake. Spatial variations in the indices (means ± 1 standard error) are
plotted in Figure 12 (lake) and Figure 13 (tributary multiplate). For the abundance and
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density measures, standard errors are positively correlated with the site mean values.
This indicates that a log transformation would be appropriate for statistical analyses.
While interpretation of the index values and spatial patterns is beyond the scope of this
report, significant differences across sites are indicated for each index (confirmed by
analysis of variance). Upstream/downstream trends in some of the tributary indices
(abundance, EPT richness, Hilsenhoff Biotic index) are evident. The sampling design
appears adequate to resolve spatial variations.

Conclusions
1. In the absence of inherent year-to-year variations, a program designed with the
AMP precision criterion (RSE <= 20%), would be expected to detect step
increases >=50% or linear trends >=7% per year with 80% confidence. With an
RSE of 30%, corresponding values would be 75% and 10% per year,
respectively. These represent optimistic estimates of power, since random yearto-year variations would be expected in all biological populations. The
magnitude of such variations is unknown for all of the biological measurements.
2. Median precision estimates for water quality and bioabundance measurements
conducted under the AMP are summarized in the following RSE (relative
standard errors of annual means) categories:
RSE
0 - 20 %

Parameter
Fish Nests, Macrophytes, Nutrient
Concentrations, Transparency, Littoral
Macroinvertebrates, Adult Fish
21 – 25% Littoral Larvae, Pelagic Larvae, Juvenile Fish,
Trap Nets
26 – 30% Tributary Macroinvertebrates, Zooplankton,
Chlorophyll-a
31 – 35% Phytoplankton, Fecal Coliforms, Gill Nets

3. Among the Phase II biological variables, the AMP precision criterion (RSE <
20%) is met for fish nests, macrophytes, littoral macroinvertebrates, and adult
fish.
4. Confidence intervals (10th to 90th percentiles) for the RSE estimates range from
±2 to ±12%. These intervals are wide, considering that one objective is to
compare the predicted values with the 20% criterion. The wide intervals reflect
uncertainty in the variance component estimates. Re-calibration of the models
to actual AMP data would improve the estimates and provide a better basis for
refining the sampling plans.
5. The overall range of RSE values is 6% to 33%. Increases detectable with 80%
confidence range from 41 to 97%. Trends detectable with 80% confidence
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range from 5 to 13 % per year. The power estimates assume that that random
year-to-year variability in each population is characterized by CV = 10 to 30%,
as estimated for chlorophyll-a under Phase I.
6. With the exception of gill nets, the RSE estimates are less than those derived
and deemed acceptable for chlorophyll-a and fecal coliforms under Phase I. The
20% criterion may be unrealistic for some of the bioabundance measurements,
considering that inherent variability and sampling difficulties for organisms in
upper trophic levels are probably greater, as compared with lower levels
(especially in the case of fish populations).
7. Without gill nets, the RSE range is 6% to 32%. Doubling the number of gill net
sites (from 2 to 4) would reduce the RSE value from 33% to 24%. This is
within the range of values for the other biological variables. This modification
is recommended if relative abundance measurements are important for gill nets.
8. Historical data on fish populations in Onondaga Lake indicate that
measurements of abundance (catch per unit effort) generally have lower
precision than other fish population indices (growth rates, size distributions,
stock density, etc.). It is likely that the RSE's for these other indices will be
below 20%. This aspect can be evaluated based upon future AMP data.
9. Based upon the 1999 AMP data, the sampling program design for lake and
tributary benthic invertebrates is adequate to resolve spatial variations and
provide a level of precision that that achieves the AMP objective (RSE < 20%),
except for abundance measurements using tributary multi-plate samplers (RSE =
29%). The later within the range of that achieved for the other biological
parameters. Qualitative indices generally have better precision than abundance
measurements.
10. Although this evaluation focuses on precision, the accuracy of the measurements
is important for comparing results with independent standards or criteria.
Consistent sampling procedures and analytical methods should be maintained
over the duration of the AMP to ensure that any apparent trends in the data
reflect actual changes in the biological populations, as opposed to changes in
procedures or methods.
11. To provide a better basis for evaluating the adequacy of sampling plan, it is
recommended that a consensus be reached on the following aspects:
a. Specification of the important spatial scale for each parameter (i.e.,
station, lake region, or lake-wide mean)
b. Ranking of the various indices for each parameter with respect to overall
significance in tracking the population, especially the relative important
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of abundance measurements vs. other indices (diversity, growth rate,
species richness, etc.)
c. Specification of a meaningful scale for each biological measurement and
(e.g., classification system)
d. Increases or changes that would be considered significant from a
management perspective, including any numerical criteria or target
values that would reflect management objectives.
12. It is recommended that precision be re-evaluated using the first year of AMP
data for each parameter before making additional changes to the sampling plan.
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Appendix A

Worksheets for Abundance Measurements

A-2

Phytoplankton

A-3

Zooplankton

A-4

Macrophyte Biomass

A-5

Stream Macroinvertebrates

A-6

Lake Littoral Macroinvertebrates

A-7

Fish Nests

A-8

Littoral Larvae

A-9

Pelagic Larvae

A-10 Pelagic Gill Nets
A-11 Littoral Trap Nets
A-12 Juvenile Fish
A-13 Adult Fish

Worksheet for Macrophyte Biomass
Method
Seasons
Strata
Transects
Subplots
Interval
Baseline Years
Metric
Methodology

A-4

Harvest
Summer
5
defined based upon substrate
4
at random within each site
3
randomly selected within 10 meter zones
5
measured in two years
1
g/m2
EcoLogic, Inc.
Min
5
3
4
5
1

Mean
5
3
4
5
1

Max
5
3
4
5
1

2X Reps
5
6
4
5
1

2X Sub
5
3
8
5
1

Variance Components
Yearly
Transects
Strata
Subplots

0.10
0.00
0.00
0.80

0.20
0.00
0.00
1.05

0.30
0.00
0.00
1.30

0.20
0.00
0.00
1.05

0.20
0.00
0.00
1.05

0.20
0.00
0.00
1.05

Predicted Percentiles

10%

50%

90%

50%

50%

50%

Stratum Mean
RSE of Subplot Mean
RSE of Stratum Mean
Year-to-Year CV
RSE of Baseline Mean

0.49
0.24
0.30
0.30

0.61
0.30
0.36
0.36

0.72
0.36
0.43
0.43

0.43
0.21
0.29
0.29

0.61
0.21
0.29
0.29

0.61
0.30
0.36
0.26

Power for Det. 25% Increase
Power for Det. 50% Increase
Power for Det. 100% Increase
Incr. Detect. with 80% Conf.

0.12
0.27
0.69
0.82

0.14
0.34
0.82
0.98

0.17
0.43
0.91
1.15

0.20
0.50
0.95
0.75

0.20
0.50
0.95
0.75

0.23
0.59
0.98
0.66

Lake Mean
RSE of Lake Mean
Year-to-Year CV
RSE of Baseline Mean

0.11
0.18
0.18

0.14
0.24
0.24

0.16
0.31
0.31

0.10
0.22
0.22

0.10
0.22
0.22

0.14
0.24
0.17

Power for 25% Increase
Power for 50% Increase
Power for 100% Increase
Incr. Detect. with 80% Conf.

0.19
0.47
0.94
0.46

0.26
0.65
0.99
0.61

0.38
0.86
1.00
0.78

0.30
0.72
1.00
0.55

0.30
0.72
1.00
0.55

0.42
0.90
1.00
0.43

Design
Strata
Subplots
Transects
Interval
Years in Baseline

References:
a
assumed for all bio variables
b

Transects & subplots treated as replicates

c

assume spatial variance factored out by stratified sampling plan

d

Downing & Anderson (1985) formula relating replicate variance to density & sample area
Sample Size
Density (g/m2)
CV
Assumed Range

2500 cm2
1
3
1.30
1.02
0.8
to

Linear trend analysis is not practical with total of 2 sampling years

10
0.79
1.3

2X Yrs Notes
5
3
4
3
2

a
b
c
d

